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Next Meeting:
Tuesday, July 8,
Bennett Pointe Grill (Note Location!) 6:00pm
Programs:
Using the TV Hill Repeaters by Lowell, KK4PH
DFMA Members (what about them?) by Michael,
KK4EIB

Lowell will be doing a brief presentation on control of
the TV Hill repeater system. This should be a
confidence builder, and encouragement, to make use
of our TV-Hill repeater system which is one of the
more complex in the area.
Michael has been looking at data about our club
members and will report on interesting facts about
our membership. He will also compare us to other
local clubs. This should be very interesting.

President’s Corner
This month, I want to recognize and commend all the
folks that did such a great job making the combined
DFMA and OCRA Field Day a safe, fun, and successful
event again this year. Field Day provides an
opportunity for amateur radio operators to practice
setting up and operating stations that may be needed
for communications during emergency situations.
Dave (W4SAR) has been and continues to be a

superlative Field Day Coordinator. He puts much effort
2013
into planning and coordinating the event. The band

captains did a great job working with Dave and
ensured that their stations were properly setup and
adequately staffed during the 24-hour operating
period. Our electricians Dan (KR4UB) and Wilson
(W4BOH) did a remarkable job providing power
distribution to the site. And let's not forget our
canteen operators. Dee (KU4GC) and M.K. (W4MKR)
kept everyone hydrated with an endless supply of
drinks, and provided some delicious meals on Saturday
night and Sunday morning. Finally, I think we owe the
entire Lamb family a big thank you for being such
great hosts. Dee Anne Lamb is truly a delightful
person, and I know everyone enjoyed meeting and
getting to know her over the Field Day weekend.
Thanks again to all that participated.
Hope to see you at Bennett Pointe Grill on July 8th.
73, Skip, WB4P

Field Day 2014 is History
Logistics Report
I attended my first Field Day in 1996 when OCRA
held it at the Grady Brown School, just a hop and a
skip from the DFMA “Hill” with the 225 repeater. At
that time, the DFMA was not active in Field Day. I’m
not sure I’ve missed any since then, but
Field Day 2014 stands out as the best I can
remember.
Early in the week it didn’t seem like things
were going to go well. The weather
forecasts all predicted lots of rain and
thunderstorms. Fortunately they all
proved to be wrong. I think there were
two brief showers on Friday during the
setup period. Saturday was hot, but we’ve
seen much hotter on Field Day. Sunday
was downright beautiful.

All for one and one for all – Tower Rassling
KK4BPH, KD4YJZ, KE4HIH, KK4PH, W4ORD, KG4NEL, N3TXU,
KK4DMS, W4RWC, N4UBH, NA4VY, WA4AHR, K4SAR

Then, there was the site! As most of you
know, there was a struggle to find a place
this year. Last year’s site seemed very
nice from many standpoints but turned
out to be out of reach this year. Other sites
researched by Dave, W4SAR, and Lad,
W4ORD, all had some disadvantages.
Fortunately, Dee Anne Lamb (xyl of
W4BOH) suggested that their qth might be
a good place for Field Day. We all owe her
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a lot of gratitude for volunteering her home site and
her husband for our use. The clubs presented her a
gift certificate from a plant nursery as a token our
appreciation. Bottom line: a wonderful site.
Technically, it was reasonably flat and had lots of
large trees for antennas. From a human standpoint, it
is just a beautiful place with a great pond, lots of
interesting views and nice shade where you needed
it.
The next part of the success was Wilson’s goal to do
away with the noise and smell of generators. I have
some electrical experience and it seemed rather
ambitious to me. While the radio equipment all ran

Steve, W3AHL & Dan, KR4UB working on connecting
power to the MCU
Picture courtesy of K4SAR

from batteries, I counted at least five air conditioners
that needed fairly high currents. An additional coffee
maker or two didn’t help. Anyway, it all worked with
Wilson and Dan, KR4UB, doing most of the
engineering and help with super duty extension
cords from Steve, W3AHL, and Lowell, KK4PH (and
others?).

Since MK, W4MKR, and I were responsible for the
field kitchen, I guess I’m qualified to comment on
that. Using the nice Lamb garage made things very
convenient. We brought both the 10x20 shelter that
we own and the
DFMA’s 10x10 popup shelter. We
decided we really
didn’t need either
of them. Whether a
rainy Field Day
would have found
them useful
remains to be seen.
Otherwise, the
griddle that Wilson
supplied for
cooking sausage
worked very well.
The rest was
routine except, as
mentioned earlier:
a lot more water
Field Day food: hotdog,
was used. I made
chicken sausage &
an extra trip to buy
hamburgers – ready to go
more. Thanks for
Picture courtesy of K4SAR
all the offers of help
with respect to
food. MK and I have much of it down to a routine but
the lifting, loading and unloading help was very much
appreciated. And, of course, cooking the sausage
Sunday morning was ably handled by Wilson and
Lad.
But there was another noteworthy food event that
was very much appreciated. Skip, WB4P, treated the
setup crew to a marvelous lunch on Friday. Thank
you Skip! I predict that next year we’ll have twice as
many people there for setup. 

Another new wrinkle this year was Friday setup. In
the past, setup before 2pm Friday was not permitted.
This year we were able to spend most of Friday
working at the site and getting as much as possible
ready. (People who had to work Friday did not
benefit as much from this.) It did make Saturday
morning a lot less hectic. It did increase the bottled
water consumption markedly. All, in all, it seemed a
much less stressful approach to setup.

I also want to single out one person who usually
remains in the background but is always extremely
helpful. That is Don, KE4UVJ. He brought the DFMA
tables, shelter; coolers etc. from the DFMA shed on
Hoover Road on Friday night and took them back on
Sunday. Even more importantly, the three coolers
were full of ice. MK and I are always able to hit up
one of our favorite restaurants for two coolers of ice,
but that is not enough for a multiday event.

The tower raising and lowering went relatively
smoothly. There are always some tense moments
but we do seem to be acquiring some group
experience.

Another unexpected need developed when Woody,
K3VSA, was called away because of a death in the
family. That left us without a public information
station. Dan, KK4DMS, stepped forward to take over.
He set up an information table right by the garage. I
had some ham PR material in my car left over from
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DurHamFest. Woody had also left some material
with Dewey, WA4AHR. Dan even prepared a visitor
log book.

Text: The required current manual is The ARRL
General Class (Level 2) License Manual, 7nd
Edition (ISBN: 978-0-87259-811-9) and is
available online (i.e. ARRL, Amazon).
Examination: An optional examination is scheduled
for the afternoon of the third session for your
convenience. This is done by a separate group of
RARS Volunteer Examiners and there is a separate
fee.
PLEASE:
1. E-mail me to pre-register - include your phone
number. A registration form will be
e-mailed
to you. Please print legibly.
2. Have exact money for the fee.
3. Bring pen and paper for note taking.
Murray Merner, K4MHM
Education Director
mmmm0320@gmail.com
919-803-7973

Board Meeting Minutes

- Dee, KU4GC

(draft, not yet approved)
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Board Meeting - 6/17/14 - KU4GC, Secretary
Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham
Attending: Skip, WB4P, president; Michael, KK4EIB,
vice president; MK, W4MKR, treasurer; Dee, KU4GC,
secretary; Charlie, NC4CD, repeater manager; Dan,
KR4UB, at-large member; Karen, KD4YJZ, at-large
member; Ken, KI4QXJ, at-large member; Bob,
W4RWC, past president; Dave, W4SAR, field day
coordinator; Absent: Pete, K4PHS, at-large member.

General License Class (RARS)

President - Skip, WB4P, called the meeting to order
at 7:00pm.

Dan, KK4DMS, staffing the Public Information Table

As the subtitle suggested, this was mostly about the
logistics where I was most involved. Informal reports
on the operations sound good. I’m sure we’ll get a
preliminary report from Dave soon.
Again, thanks for all the help from all of you for
making it the best Field Day ever!

A three session General Class License Course will
be conducted by the Raleigh Amateur Radio Society.
When: August 2, 9 and 16. The sessions will begin at
8:00 a.m. and end around 12:30 p.m.
Where: Raleigh, NC. Specific location will be
provided upon pre-registration.
Sessions: The First Session is Orientation which
will include registration, course overview and a
limited amount of instruction. The Second Session
will be the first half of the manual and the Third
Session will cover the remainder of the chapters.
Volunteer Instructor: Mike Murphy, WA4BPJ, has
an Extra Class license and has been teaching since the
1970s and has conducted as many as 60 courses. In
addition to this course, he also teaches the Technician
and Extra courses.
Fee: The fee is $10.00

The 5/20/14 Board minutes and the 6/3/14 Club
Meeting minutes were unanimously approved
after correcting the parenthetical note on the history
of “The Lid” in the Club Meeting minutes to state
“(The Lid has historically been awarded for positive
actions and service to the ham community and
sometimes for, often amusing, mistakes on the air.)”
Skip also led a brief discussion on the theme that
Robert’s Rules of Order allowed a certain amount of
informality for small group meetings such as ours.
REPORTS
Treasurer - MK, W4MKR
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Current members: 86 are paid up so far for this year.
The jump in the balance is due to depositing the
Crown Castle checks from this year that had been
held and to DurHamFest income.
Secretary - Dee, KU4GC
- Dee presented a detailed report on DurHamFest
2014. The net profit to the DFMA was $1444.69. In
addition, dues were collected for seven members.
Partly, the good results were due to a large income
from the Club table where, because of donations,
there was a lot to sell. Profit from food was $120.25.
But this neglects the fact that the food operation paid
for free coffee for the event and for drinks for the
Friday evening set up and the Saturday afternoon
break down. The profit this year would have been
higher if we had gotten free tables from the LRCC as
we did last year, but they were used for another
event this year. Thus we had to rent tables and
ended up “selling” them for a bit less than cost.
- With Field Day coming, Dee had remembered that
the DFMA had a large temporary power feed stored
at Hoover Road. This was used for DurHamFest the
last time it was held at South Square. It included a
conduit for the feed, a meter base, a large distribution
panel and multiple outlets with ground fault
breakers. Dan, KR4UB, asked if we could modify it
for use at Field Day. There was complete support
for the reuse of this item.
- The donated items not sold at RARSfest and
DurHamFest were brought up by Dee. As mentioned
above, these gifts have produced a lot of income for
the Club but there are many smaller, less exciting
items remaining. After discussing various options,
Dee was told to dispose of them in any way he
saw fit including discarding or personally
keeping unsold items. He plans to do one more
email round for bids for anyone interested.
- Dee is still planning to issue a revised edition of the
DFMA directory. Since this includes one page with
instructions for using DFMA repeaters, he asked
Charlie, NC4CD, to revise this making sure that the
instructions were good for both the Hillsborough
repeaters and the new TV Hill repeaters.
Vice President - Michael, KK4EIB
- Michael reported that the July meeting would have
two parts. Lowell, KK4PH, will talk about the
repeater changes (TV Hill). Michael will report on
makeup of the DFMA membership and will present
some comparisons with other clubs such as OCRA,
RARS and CARC. He also noted that he has acquired a
D-Star repeater and is working on that.
Repeater Manager - Charlie, NC4CD

Charlie reported that TV Hill repeaters were doing
well. IRLP is working.
He also reported that he had purchased some hardto-find, out-of-production modules for the remote
base that is installed on the Hillsborough repeater.
He requested for reimbursement. The motion to
refund $250 for the items passed unanimously.
There was no progress to report for the Hillsborough
land lease.
Charlie then discussed his future priorities and asked
for a sense of support for these plans. One is to
complete the new remote receiver system for the
Hillsborough repeaters. The other is to install a small
440 repeater at the VA hospital. This would involve a
minor investment and utilize the existing antenna.
There was strong support for these plans with
some comments that the remote receiver system
should receive high priority.
Field Day Coordinator - Dave, W4SAR
Dave reported that people were getting things
together and everything was on track. Setup will
begin on Friday, 6/27, at 8am.
NEW BUSINESS
Skip, WB4P, moved that the DFMA reimburse Wilson,
W4BOH, for the personal insurance he is getting for
Field Day. This had previously been approved by email, but this made it more formal. It was
unanimously approved that we pay $150 for
insurance costs. (This is one half or the fee, OCRA
will pay the other half.)
It was proposed that Dee Anne Wilson be given a
token gift from the clubs for putting up with the
inconvenience of this big event. After some
discussion it was suggested she be given a $100 gift
certificate for Camellia Forest Nursery. MK offered to
acquire the certificate. This suggestion was
approved unanimously.
Skip next led a discussion on the upcoming (August
meeting) DFMA election. Several candidates and
related issues were discussed. Since Skip is not
running again, he was asked to be the Nominating
Committee for this election. As part of this, he will
poll all present Board members to see if they are
interested in being re-elected.
Skip reported that as part of the previous week’s
Thursday DFMA nets problems with the
Hillsborough, 225, repeater, the nets had been moved
to the TV Hill 2 meter repeater. This turned out to be
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very successful with everyone reporting improved
performance. He moved that the nets be moved to
TV Hill until further notice. This would, of course, be
reviewed when the remote repeater system was
functional. The proposal passed unanimously.
Meeting adjourned at 8:35pm.

Club Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting - 6/3/14 - KU4GC Secretary
Location: Bullock’s BBQ, Durham
Attending: Dewey, WA4AHR; Wilson, W4BOH; Mike,
KK4BPH; Terry, WD4CEE; Charlie, NC4CD; Justin,
KD4CPM; Dave, W4DJK; Dan, KK4DMS; Michael,
KK4EIB; Dee, KU4GC; MK, W4MKR; Gary, W1GWL;
Rhett, KE4HIH; Joanna, KE4QOZ; Duke, K2MZ; Nancy;
Tony, K1OC; Banks, W4OFZ; Tim, KJ4OLI; Tucker,
KK4UNZ; Jim, WA4OPI; Gail; Lad, W4ORD; Jim,
KB4OT; John, KX4P; Skip, WB4P; Lowell, KK4PH;
Pete, K4PHS; Ken, KI4QXJ; Bob, W4RWC; Dave,
W4SAR; Karen, KD4YJZ; Dan, KR4UB; Noble, N4UOQ;
Don, KE4UVJ; Dave, NA4VY; Bill, KD4WNZ; Sue,
KE4JYJ; Paul, N2XZF; Jim, WB4YYY; Sue, KA4AVM;
Mark, KK4ZKN;
A total of 42 attending, 40 of them hams.
President - Skip, WB4P (new call), called the
meeting to order at 7:00 pm. He thanked everyone
for making DurHamFest a great success. He then
opened the activities with the traditional self
introductions.
REPORTS
Vice President - Michael, KK4EIB
Michael reported the next meeting will have two
short programs. One will be by Lowelll, KK4PH on
ARES. Another will be by KK4EIB about an analysis
of DFMA members.
Treasurer - MK, W4MKR

Members: 86 in good standing (who had paid 2014
dues by the end of the meeting)
Secretary - Dee, KU4GC
- Dee reminded everyone that, due to Bullock's
closing for two weeks around each July 4th, our July
meeting (as in the last two years) will will be at
Bennett Pointe Grill on July 8th -- that is the second
Tuesday in July.
- He reported that due to a number of errors that had
slipped into the 2014 DFMA Directories distributed

at DurHamFest, that he would be bringing out a
revised version soon.
- Dee made a preliminary report on DurHamFest.
Due to the fact we had to rent the tables we “sold”, we
actually lost money on the tables. (Last year most of
the tables were provided by the site - LRCC).
However due to gifts to the Club, the club table did
extremely well. Dee thanked Rhett, KE4HIH, Dan,
KK4DMS, Joanna, KE4QOZ, Tucker, KK4UNZ and
others for staffing that facility. The food sales went
well and made a nice profit, but a bit less than last
year. Thanks to Wilson, W4BOH; Bob, W4RWC, Ken,
KI4QXN, and others for help with food prep and sales.
Tickets sales were similar to last year. Tailgating and
indoor table/space sales were up a bit from last year.
Altogether we netted over $1400 compared to less
than $1100 last year.
- Dee reported that the Possum Trot Net needs more
net controls. Rhett, KE4HIH, is overworked. Please
help out!
ARES - Lowell, KK4PH
Lowell reported that Jim, NN4JW, had gotten the HF
antenna installed at the EOC. There currently seem
to be some interference problems with the HF getting
into the PA system. This will need to be checked out.
Wilson, W4BOH, noted that the Orange County EOC
was doing a potentially disruptive cutover to a new
version of their digital trunking system (part of the
NC VIPER system). OC ARES has been asked to
provide potential support on the weekend of 6/21.
It is possible that extra help from Durham may be
useful.
Repeater Manager - Charlie, NC4CD
The move of the repeaters from the VA Hospital site
to TV Hill has taken place. The antennas are much
higher than before and the site is one of the highest in
Durham County. The coverage is now much, much
better and signal reports have been very good. It
provides for autopatch, remote base linking, and
IRLP. Echo Link should be available soon.
A small 440 repeater may be placed at the VA site. A
small 440 repeater may also be put into the MCU as
well as having a remote receiver there for the 225
repeater in Hillsborough.
Lowell, KK4PH, left some instructions for the new
system. These will also be available through the
DFMA web site.
Awarding of the Lid
Charlie, NC4CD, restarted the awarding of the Lid.
The “old” one got lost somewhere. He awarded the
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Lid for June to Bob, W4RWC, for getting his radio
working on his own. (The Lid had historically been
awarded for often funny errors on the repeaters.
Over the years it has shifted to being awarded for
positive actions and service to the ham community.)
Door Prizes
Dewey, WA4AHR, won a two to six outlet AC power
adapter with swivelling sockets. Lad, W4ORD, won a
$25 ARRL gift certificate.
Program: Field Day Planning
by Dave, W4SAR
Dave reviewed the Field Day plans. We are again
joining forces with OCRA for Field Day. Last year this
collaboration led to 5th place in the nation.
The site is the W4BOH qth, 3117 Moorefields Road,
Hillsborough, NC, Set-up is planned to start after
8:00am, Friday, June 27; antenna work will cease at
8:00pm. After dark, set up of trailers and tents will
be OK. Station set-up on Saturday will recommence
at daylight and, hopefully, end by Noon. Field Day
operations will start at 2:00pm local time on
Saturday, June 28, and will run for 24 hours straight,
ending at 2:00 pm June 29.
Some participants will camp out. Saturday Dinner
(hamburgers, hot dogs, etc) and Sunday Brunch
(pancakes, sausage, etc) will be available at $5 per
person per meal. Soft drinks and water will be
available during the whole event at no charge. Bug
repellent and sunscreen are highly recommended.
Visiting operators are certainly welcome, but need to
coordinate times of operation with the band captains.
CW operators in particular are needed. The list of
Band Captains is as follows:
Band/Mode Band Captains
80 CW Danke, W4YAS
40 CW Andy, W4KIL
20 CW Wilson, W4BOH & Bruce N1LN
15/10 CW Michael, KK4EIB
80 Phone Steve, W3AHL
40/15 Phone Adriano, KV7D & Joe, K4SAR
20 Phone Lad, W4ORD & Dave, W4SAR
10 Phone Bob, W4RWC
Multiband Digital Dave, W4SAR

Buy – Sell – Trade
Wanted: Dead Microwave Ovens
I can use dead/dying/unwanted microwave ovens.
The power transformers can be used for power
supply construction. Thanks.
Wilson – W4BOH

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details)
7/8
7/14
7/14
7/15
7/19
8/5

6pm DFMA Meeting, Bennett Pointe Grill
7pm OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC
7pm VE Session, Orange County EOC
7pm DFMA Board Meeting, NC4CD Office
8am Cary Swapfest, Ritter Park, Cary
6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ

Web Site: dfma.org
73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
- MK, W4MKR, Proofreader
Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting
(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)

Some More Field Day Pictures:
Note that more of Joe’s (K4SAR) Field Day pictures
may be found on Flickr at
https://www.flickr.com/photos/k4sar/sets/72157645083914050

More of Dee’s (KU4GC) Field Day pictures are at
https://www.flickr.com/photos/14790531@N08/sets/721576450
87850890/

A GOTA station is planned and youth operators are
solicited. We also get points for visits from served
agencies and by elected officials. The latter can be
tricky. If you know someone, please invite them.
Meeting adjourned.

The 10 meter team: Dave, NA4VY; Karen, KD4YJZ; Bob,
W4RWC; in an SMAT vehicle.
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Jim, WB4YYY, Sue, KA4AVM and Dan, KK4DMS
Picture courtesy of K4SAR

Peter Lamb looks on as Dave, W4SAR, makes contacts
Picture courtesy of K4SAR

Our Host, Wilson, W4BOH, recharging, using natural
power
Picture courtesy of K4SAR

Bruce, N1LN and Michael, KK4EIB, racking up the points
in the MCU using CW

Derek, W4DTB, makes a contact while Will, KK4JSA and
Ben, KK4JSB, look on.
Picture courtesy of K4SAR

Adriano, KV7D, uses crossbow to launch fishing line, fed
by Lowell, KK4PH, to put up an antenna

